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BDO 1 

 

Generator Auditor CIK EntityRegistrantName Total_Adj EntityComments 

RR Donnelley BDO 0001606180 AAC Holdings, Inc. 2 CFE: Conflicting revenue facts. Inappropriate concept used to 
represent line item operating income (loss). Concept us-
gaap:OperatingIncomeLoss also incorrectly used. 

Workiva BDO 0000715579 ACNB CORP 1 CFE: Using concept us-gaap:CurrentIncomeTaxExpenseBenefit for 
income tax provision, conflict with disclosure, probably 10-K 
related. 

Certent (was 
Rivet) 

BDO 0001518403 Alta Mesa Holdings, LP 1 CFE: Reversed value for fact income tax expense (benefit) 

SAP Disclosure 
Management 

BDO 0000004457 AMERCO /NV/ 1 CFE: Used concept us-
gaap:OtherComprehensiveIncomeLossNetOfTax to represent 
comprehensive income. 

S2 Filings BDO 0001314052 ANAVEX LIFE SCIENCES 
CORP. 

1 CFE: Use concept us-gaap:Revenues somewhere in a disclosure, 
but not on income statement. 

Advanced 
Computer 
Innovations 

BDO 0001060426 AOXING 
PHARMACEUTICAL 
COMPANY, INC. 

2 CFE: Reversed concepts us-gaap:ProfitLoss and us-
gaap:NetIncomeLoss 

Workiva BDO 0000896841 Avid Technology, Inc. 1 CFE: Use of concept us-gaap:LiabilitiesNoncurrent off balance 
sheet inconsistent with balance sheet. 

Workiva BDO 0001574085 Ashford Hospitality 
Prime, Inc. 

2 CFE: Inconsistent net income (loss) facts. Two temporary equity 
concepts issue. 

Workiva BDO 0001604738 Ashford Inc. 2 CFE: Inconsistent net income (loss) concepts 

Workiva BDO 0001589526 Blue Bird Corp 1 CFE: Inconsistency in net cash flow continuing operations 

DataTracks BDO 0001442626 Bluerock Residential 
Growth REIT, Inc. 

2 CFE: Inappropriate use of dimensions on BS. Inappropriate 
concepts used on IS for net income (loss), issue with EPS 
disclosure. Distributed earnings issue. 

Novaworks 
Software 

BDO 0001377149 CareView 
Communications Inc 

3 CFE: Reversed equity concepts. Inconsistent net income facts. 

QXi BDO 0001378624 Cellular Biomedicine 
Group, Inc. 

1 CFE: Entered tax provision with reverse polarity on income 
statement. 

QXi BDO 0000725363 CEL SCI CORP 2 CFE: Improper concept for revenues. us-gaap:OtherIncome comes 
from insurance based revenues income statement. 
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AAC Holdings, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606180/000156459017003590/0001564590-17-003590-

index.htm 

Contradictory/conflicting healthcare related revenues concepts. 

 

The US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy provides these four concepts within two different networks of the US 

GAAP XBRL Taxonomy.  The first concept and second concept (us-gaap:HealthCareOrganizationRevenue 

and us-gaap:HealthCareOrganizationPatientServiceRevenue) are part of network 124000 – Statement – 

Statement of Income (Including Gross Margin) 

(Use this link to go to the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, http://goo.gl/uxcPBe) 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606180/000156459017003590/0001564590-17-003590-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606180/000156459017003590/0001564590-17-003590-index.htm
http://goo.gl/uxcPBe
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The second location of health care related these health care related revenues concepts is 955000 – 

Disclosure – Health Care Organization 

(Use this link to go to the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, http://goo.gl/TboL8l) 

 

Second and most importantly, this specific example is representative of a general issue that exists within 

XBRL-based public company financial filings to the SEC.  Meaning, a solution is not only needed for the 

issue I am pointing out here, solutions are need for many, many other areas within the US GAAP XBRL 

Taxonomy and XBRL-based public company financial filings which use that taxonomy. The general 

pattern is how concepts should be used relative to one another. 

The diagram below maps the calculations from the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy to one another in order to 

see the combined flow.  This flow is rather confusing. 

http://goo.gl/TboL8l
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Per the documentation within the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy and per observations of XBRL-based 

financial filings to the SEC, the following appears to be the relative relationship between the concepts 

referenced above: 

us-gaap:HealthCareOrganizationPatientServiceRevenue --- is PART-OF ---> 

us-gaap:HealthCareOrganizationPatientServiceRevenueLessProvisionForBadDebts --- is PART-OF ---> 

us-gaap:HealthCareOrganizationRevenueNetOfPatientServiceRevenueProvisions --- is PART-OF ---> 

us-gaap:HealthCareOrganizationRevenue 

 

 

For more information see: 

http://xbrlsite.azurewebsites.net/2017/Library/Inconsistency_HealthCareRevenueConceptRelations.pdf 

  

http://xbrlsite.azurewebsites.net/2017/Library/Inconsistency_HealthCareRevenueConceptRelations.pdf
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ACNB CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/715579/000104746917001613/0001047469-17-001613-

index.htm 

Conflicting/contradictory income tax expense related facts: 

us-gaap:FederalIncomeTaxExpenseBenefitContinuingOperations = 3,701,000 

us-gaap:CurrentIncomeTaxExpenseBenefit = 3,768,000 

What is going on is that the wrong concept was used on the income statement and in the tax disclosure.  

The first concept is use here: 

  

 

The second concept is used here: (Note that the line item “deferred” is INCLUDED in the “CURRENT” 

income tax total. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/715579/000104746917001613/0001047469-17-001613-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/715579/000104746917001613/0001047469-17-001613-index.htm
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This same concept is used on the income statement: 

  

The concept that SHOULD be used is the one generally used on the income statement and for that total 

which is “us-gaap:IncomeTaxExpenseBenefit” which includes the current and deferred portions of the 

tax provision.  
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Alta Mesa Holdings, LP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1518403/000151840317000004/0001518403-17-000004-

index.htm 

Entered the fact values for the line item “Provision for state income taxes” in reverse (all three years).  

Notice how the XBRL calculation relations point out the error, see they YELLOW colored cells. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1518403/000151840317000004/0001518403-17-000004-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1518403/000151840317000004/0001518403-17-000004-index.htm
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AMERCO /NV/ 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/4457/000000445717000023/0000004457-17-000023-

index.htm 

Use a three concepts related to “other comprehensive income” to represent the three line items related 

to “comprehensive income”: 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/4457/000000445717000023/0000004457-17-000023-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/4457/000000445717000023/0000004457-17-000023-index.htm
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ANAVEX LIFE SCIENCES CORP. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1314052/000161577417000400/0001615774-17-000400-

index.htm 

Used an inappropriate concept “us-gaap:InterestIncomeExpenseNet” which relates to interest based 

revenues reporting style to represent income statement line item: 

 

US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1314052/000161577417000400/0001615774-17-000400-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1314052/000161577417000400/0001615774-17-000400-index.htm
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Income statement (reports no revenues): 

 

Closer look reveals that “us-gaap:InterestIncomeExpenseNet” was incorrectly used to represent the line 

item “Interest income, Net”: 
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AOXING PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY, INC. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1060426/000109690617000107/0001096906-17-000107-

index.htm 

What is going on is that the SAME VALUE was reported for “us-gaap:ProfitLoss” and “us-

gaap:NetIncomeLoss”, PLUS there was a noncontrolling interest…which makes it impossible for the 

PARENT and TOTAL (parent + noncontrolling) facts to be the same: 

 

 

The fact for the line item “NET INCOME (LOSS)” was reported with the incorrect value: 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1060426/000109690617000107/0001096906-17-000107-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1060426/000109690617000107/0001096906-17-000107-index.htm
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Ashford Hospitality Prime, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1574085/000157408517000016/0001574085-17-000016-

index.htm 

What is going on is that the WHOLE net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest and then a 

PART of that WHOLE where both used to represent two line items that made up the difference between 

total net income (loss) (parent + noncontrolling) and net income (loss) attributable to parent. 

Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

 

 

As represented by the filer: 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1574085/000157408517000016/0001574085-17-000016-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1574085/000157408517000016/0001574085-17-000016-index.htm
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Further, inappropriate extension concept used to represent comprehensive income: Either that or there 

is a concept MISSING from the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy as one would not expect to have to create an 

extension concept for such a high-level financial report line item: 
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Ashford Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1604738/000160473817000014/0001604738-17-000014-

index.htm 

First, this filer is MIXING partnership related concepts and corporation related concepts.   

us-gaap:IncomeLossAttributableToNoncontrollingInterest 

 

The concept “us-gaap:IncomeLossAttributableToNoncontrollingInterest” is essentially exactly the same 

thing as “us-gaap:NetIncomeLossAttributableToNontrollingInterest”.  (That raises the obvious question, 

“Why have BOTH of these concepts? Are they REALLY both necessary?”) 

Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1604738/000160473817000014/0001604738-17-000014-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1604738/000160473817000014/0001604738-17-000014-index.htm
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As represented by the filer: 

The filer is mixing WHOLE and PART concepts to represent three PARTS of the noncontrolling interest: 
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Avid Technology, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/896841/000089684117000052/0000896841-17-000052-

index.htm 

One error is causing TWO problems.  The concept “us-gaap:LiabilitiesNoncurrent” is used inconsistent 

with the balance sheet.  What is going on is that the concept “us-gaap:LiabilitesNoncurrent” was used as 

a TOTAL in the disclosure of “Other long term liabilities”.  If the filer simply used the concept “us-

gaap:OtherLiabilitiesNoncurrent” on the balance sheet as they have but ALSO as the total of the other 

liabilities disclosure, then everything would be consistent: 

Balance sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/896841/000089684117000052/0000896841-17-000052-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/896841/000089684117000052/0000896841-17-000052-index.htm
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Other long-term liabilities disclosure: 
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Blue Bird Corp 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1589526/000158952617000009/0001589526-17-000009-

index.htm 

Inappropriate use of concept “us-gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations” as PART OF net 

cash flow from operating activities. This is the correct concept: 

us-gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInOperatingActivitiesContinuingOperations 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1589526/000158952617000009/0001589526-17-000009-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1589526/000158952617000009/0001589526-17-000009-index.htm
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Bluerock Residential Growth REIT, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1442626/000114420417010274/0001144204-17-010274-

index.htm  

Completely illogical and absurd use of dimensions on balance sheet: 

 

Please explain what that means. 

 

Income statement: 

Either one of two things is going on here.  Either (a) an accounting error is being made or (b) the wrong 

concepts are being used. 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1442626/000114420417010274/0001144204-17-010274-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1442626/000114420417010274/0001144204-17-010274-index.htm
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So, the “flow” of the income statement is for pretty much every public company except this one is: 

(+) Net income (loss) (which includes the parent and noncontrolling interest) 

(-) Net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest 

(=) Net income (loss) attributable to parent 

(-) Preferred stock adjustments 

(=) Net income (loss) available to common 

 

Now, this filer REVERSES the preferred stock adjustments and the noncontrolling interest.  HOWEVER, 

they DO NOT report the line item “Net income (loss) attributable to parent”.  But they DO use that 

CONCEPT on the line item “Net income (loss) attributable to common stockholders”. 

And so, if this filer CHANGED to XBRL concept on the line item “Net income (loss) attributable to 

common stockholders” from “us-gaap:NetIncomeLoss” TO “us-

gaap:NetIncomeLossAvailableToCommonStockholdersBasic”; then this would work fine.  The Preferred 

stock adjustments are still out of order, but because there is no TOTAL, then it does not cause an error. 

 

HOWEVER, in the Earnings Per Share disclosure, the wrong concepts are being used.  But again, if the 

FIRST concept was changed to “us-gaap:NetIncomeLossAvailableToCommonStockholdersBasic” and 

then an EXTENSION concept was used for the SECOND concept because that concept is MISSING FROM 

THE US GAAP XBRL TAXONOMY!!! 
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CareView Communications Inc 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1377149/000138713117001750/0001387131-17-001750-

index.htm 

Reversed the equity concepts: they go the other way around.  Look at the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

 

These three concepts are all explicitly reported, but they do not reconcile to one another correctly. 

What is going on is that the line item “Net loss” which is being represented to be “Net income 

attributable to parent” is really “Net income (parent + noncontrolling interest)”; not the next line 

item…the noncontrolling interest: 

us-gaap:NetIncomeLoss[-18,665,759] 

us-gaap:NetIncomeLossAttributableToNoncontrollingInterest[-53,062] 

us-gaap:NetIncomeLossAvailableToCommonStockholdersBasic[-18,612,697] 

   

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1377149/000138713117001750/0001387131-17-001750-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1377149/000138713117001750/0001387131-17-001750-index.htm
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CEL SCI CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/725363/000165495417000894/0001654954-17-000894-

index.htm 

Two concepts are misused.  First, “us-gaap:InterestIncomeExpenseNet” comes from the interest-based 

revenues section of the taxonomy which they should not be using: 

US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

 

The concept “us-gaap:OtherIncome” comes from the insurance based revenues part of the taxonomy, 

which they also should not be using: 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/725363/000165495417000894/0001654954-17-000894-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/725363/000165495417000894/0001654954-17-000894-index.htm
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That results in an inappropriate income statement representation: 

 


